
WHAT IVE LEARNED FROM WRITING AS AN ACT

Only recently though, I've started writing about the very act of writing itself. I started writing about writing. Lately, I've
noticed that more and more.

Because just how there is a law of gravity, there is also a law of attraction, and based on this law, you attract in
your life that which you think about all day long, you attract that which you are, because you see, like attracts
like. Setting the pace: A key strategy for taking responsibility for what readers know and understand was
setting an easy pace. Inspiration comes from immersion in reports and stories committed to virtues as
tolerance, empathy, and social justice. I find that it usually subsides as soon as I get to work and start writing.
You have to know when to let go. Avoid industry jargon, undefined acronyms, and unexplained assumptions.
Tools not rules: We could think of writing as carpentry, learning how to use a set of tools. The opposite
happened. If you write nonfiction, incorporate your own experiences into your writing. The same, but different
Repetition craves variation, an effect that often comes with parallel constructions. In the following paragraph
the word has climbed up the ladder of abstraction, assuming the status of a condition of being, a way of life.
The world has plenty of information but not enough inspiration. The book, set in , tells the story of a young
black girl, Pecola Breedlove, who is obsessed with white images of beauty. They teach them that the only way
to overcome your fears is to confront them. I know because I, too, was there once. Headlines truly matter. We
all belong to diverse language clubs, groups in which certain words are approved or condemned. The latter is
needlessly repetitive, a waste of words or space. Human side of editing: Don Fry read many editing books that
treated the act of editing as if it were performing an autopsy on a cadaver. Concrete words that spider sit at the
bottom. When you are in solitude, you take advantage of it to get in touch with your inner self, to meditate and
to quiet your mind, and that constant need to be around others in order for you to no longer feel lonely, will
disappear. Pick one argument and just support the hell out of it. Identify one or two friends who are willing to
read your articles before you post them. Determine your appropriate balance between creation and
consumption. He can tell you that he will always be there to back you up and save you when you need help.
These are the moments when they show their true colors. A different kind of learning comes when a
conversation between editor and reporter reveals what works in a story. Coaching writers: Gene Patterson, a
great newspaper editor, hired me to coach his writers at the St. White space, created by paragraphs, ventilates
the page. But most podcasts and videos start out as words in one form or another. Omit needless words. And
you, like the one who came before you and taught you to fend for yourself, will be the pillar of support for
those who are too scared to confront their fears. You can help humanity by making just one person a little bit
better, a little more confident. With you, with me, with he and sheâ€¦  I was interested in the conventions of
Standard English, but more interested in elements of language as tools of making meaning. If you are put out,
you go somewhere else; if you are outdoors, there is no place to go. When the anxiety grows, I take it as a sign
to stop procrastinating and take action. This is because, inevitably, there will be countless of other problems
that the patient will face going through life, and if they are armed and mentally capable of taking on any
challenges, they will never have to be dependent ever again. Courage is not the absence of fear. Subscribe to
my email newsletter and visit my blog for book recommendations that will supercharge your life and career.
Before we look at passages from Morrison, a plot summary would be helpful. Photo Credit: Radu Florin 8.
Zero drafting: I may have learned this from Chip Scanlan. So you must risk placing real emotion at the center
of your work.


